
From: Barker, Elaine B. (Fed)
To: Dang, Quynh H. (Fed); Moody, Dustin (Fed); Chen, Lily (Fed); McKay, Kerry A. (Fed); Bassham, Lawrence E.

(Fed); Peralta, Rene C. (Fed); Dworkin, Morris J. (Fed); Chang, Shu-jen H. (Fed); Perlner, Ray A. (Fed); Kelsey,
John M. (Fed); Regenscheid, Andrew R. (Fed); Cooper, David (Fed)

Cc: Chen, Lily (Fed)
Subject: Re: 2016 Annual Report - Need Project List Updated
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2016 2:43:30 PM
Attachments: Key Management_EBarker-LChen-QDang-DMoody-RPerlner.docx

Here is my key-management report. It¹s quite long after beefing it up with more information and a
couple of figures. The others I have to do should be considerably shorter.
Lily: Please read the 56A and 56C topics carefully to see if I¹ve included everything.
Elaine

From: Quynh <quynh.dang@nist.gov>
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2016 at 1:28 PM
To: "Elaine. Gov" <elaine.barker@nist.gov>, Quynh <quynh.dang@nist.gov>, "Moody, Dustin (Fed)"
<dustin.moody@nist.gov>, "Chen, Lily" <lily.chen@nist.gov>, "McKay, Kerry A. (Fed)"
<kerry.mckay@nist.gov>, Larry Bassham <lawrence.bassham@nist.gov>, "'rene. gov'"
<rene.peralta@nist.gov>, Morris Dworkin <morris.dworkin@nist.gov>, Shu-jen <shu-
jen.chang@nist.gov>, Ray Perlner <ray.perlner@nist.gov>, John Kelsey <john.kelsey@nist.gov>,
Andrew <andrew.regenscheid@nist.gov>, David Cooper <david.cooper@nist.gov>
Cc: "Chen, Lily" <lily.chen@nist.gov>
Subject: Re: 2016 Annual Report - Need Project List Updated
Hi Elaine,
I originally asked for them by today. But, do the best you can!
When I receive all of the write-ups, I will initiate a comment period for all of the write-ups. Comments
should be provided on each write-up separately and each submitter will send me his/her final version(s)
after the comment period.
Quynh.
From: "Barker, Elaine B. (Fed)" <elaine.barker@nist.gov>

Date: Thursday, September 29, 2016 at 1:11 PM
To: 'Quynh' <Quynh.Dang@nist.gov>, "Moody, Dustin (Fed)" <dustin.moody@nist.gov>, "Chen, Lily
(Fed)" <lily.chen@nist.gov>, "McKay, Kerry A. (Fed)" <kerry.mckay@nist.gov>, "Bassham, Lawrence E
(Fed)" <lawrence.bassham@nist.gov>, "Peralta, Rene (Fed)" <rene.peralta@nist.gov>, "Dworkin,
Morris J. (Fed)" <morris.dworkin@nist.gov>, Shu-jen Chang <shu-jen.chang@nist.gov>, "Perlner, Ray
(Fed)" <ray.perlner@nist.gov>, John Kelsey <john.kelsey@nist.gov>, "Regenscheid, Andrew (Fed)"
<andrew.regenscheid@nist.gov>, David Cooper <david.cooper@nist.gov>
Cc: "Chen, Lily (Fed)" <lily.chen@nist.gov>
Subject: Re: 2016 Annual Report - Need Project List Updated

What? You want the write-ups by tomorrow and comments on the write-ups by tomorrow as
well? That¹s not possible. What do you mean?
Elaine

From: Quynh <quynh.dang@nist.gov>
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2016 at 9:50 AM
To: "Moody, Dustin (Fed)" <dustin.moody@nist.gov>, Quynh <quynh.dang@nist.gov>, "Chen, Lily"
<lily.chen@nist.gov>, "Elaine. Gov" <elaine.barker@nist.gov>, "McKay, Kerry A. (Fed)"
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Key management is required for applying numerous cryptographic technologies and is considered one of the most critical aspects associated with the use of cryptography. The Cryptographic Technology Group (CTG) began to provide guidance in managing the keys used for cryptographic applications in the late 1990s to early 2000s. Several guidance and recommendation documents have been and continue to be developed in the form of NIST Special Publications (SPs), which have been periodically updated to address new algorithms and handling procedures. These documents are coordinated with federal agencies and with the cryptographic community, including national and international organizations, industry, and academia. During FY 2016, the following publications were either created or revised.

SP 800-57, Part 1, Recommendation for Key Management, Part 1: General:

SP 800-57, was first published in 2005, and later revised in 2007 and 2012. SP 800-57, Part 1 contains basic key-management guidance, including:

· Defining the security services that may be obtained using cryptography and NIST- approved algorithms,

· A classification of the different types of keys to be used with cryptographic algorithms, a specification of the protection required for each key type, and identification methods for providing this protection,

· A listing of the states in which a key may exist during its lifetime, 

· A discussion of a variety of key-management issues related to key management, including key usage, cryptoperiods, domain-parameter and public-key validation, backup and archiving, and 

· Guidance for cryptographic algorithm and key size selection (e.g., the security strength provided by a given algorithm with a specified key size).

Another revision of the document was completed in January 2016 that includes information on and references to recent work performed by the CTG; removal of references to the Dual_EC_DRBG, which was removed from SP 800-90A, Recommendation for Random Number Generation Using Deterministic Random Bit Generators; a revision of the security-strength tables; and a revision of the key-state discussion to provide more clarification. 

SP 800-57, Part 1 is available at http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-57pt1r4.pdf.

SP 800-131A, Transitions: Recommendation for Transitioning the Use of Cryptographic Algorithms and Key Lengths:

SP 800-131A was originally published in January 2011. This document provides specific guidance for transitions to the use of stronger cryptographic keys and more robust algorithms. An update of SP 800-131A was completed in November 2015. This update removes approval for the Dual_EC_DRBG that was specified in SP 800-90A; deprecates the use of non-approved key-establishment schemes; disallows the use of non-approved key-wrapping methods after 2017; and indicates that the use of the SHA-3 family of hash functions is acceptable. 

SP 800-131A is available at http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-131Ar1.pdf.

SP 800-152, A Profile for U.S. Federal Cryptographic Key Management Systems (CKMS):

SP 800-152 provides guidance on the CKMSs to be used by the Federal Government. This document contains requirements for CKMS design, implementation, procurement, installation, configuration, management, operation and use. Many of these requirements are refinements of the requirements for CKMS designers that are specified in SP 800-130, A Framework for Designing Cryptographic Key Management Systems. Other requirements are intended for the service providers of CKMSs used by federal agencies and their contractors. Guidance is also provided for the federal agencies in selecting a CKMS that supports the security and management policies of those agencies. 

This document was completed in October 2015 and is available at http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-152.pdf.

SP 800-56A, Recommendation for Pair-Wise Key-Establishment Schemes Using Discrete Logarithm Cryptography:

SP 800-56A was originally published in 2006, and revised in 2007 and 2013. This document specifies Diffie-Hellman and MQV key-establishment schemes, both with and without the use of elliptic curves. Key establishment is a procedure that results in keying material that is shared between the participants. A key-establishment scheme is defined by a cryptographic algorithm, together with an identification of the information that must be available by both parties when establishing keys. The schemes are intended for use in communication protocols (e.g., TLS, one of the protocols used by the Internet). The key-establishment schemes in this document use public key algorithms, and each participant in a key-agreement transaction uses a pair of keys, a public key and a private key.	Comment by Barker, Elaine B.: Just trying to avoid the use of the FFC term, which would need to be discussed, if included.

Both key-agreement and key-transport schemes are specified in the document. A key-agreement scheme is a procedure in which both parties in a key-establishment transaction contribute information that is used in generating a cryptographic key. The key-agreement process includes the generation of a shared secret (which is not itself considered to be a cryptographic key), and the derivation of keying material using the shared secret. Several key-agreement schemes are specified in SP 800-56A. Figure X below provides a simplified example of a key-agreement scheme. In this example, 

1. Each party generates a key pair, 

2. Obtains the public key of the other party, 

3. Computes a shared secret using ones’s own keys and the other party’s public key, and

4. Derives one or more keys from the shared secret.

[image: ]

Figure X: Key-Agreement Example

Key transport is a key-establishment method whereby one party selects a symmetric key and sends it securely to one or more other parties. In SP 800-56A, key transport can be performed following the key-agreement process depicted in Figure X using a key that was derived during that process. Figure Y provides an example of a key transport scheme. In this example, 

1. The sender (either party A or party B in Figure X), generates a symmetric key,

2. Wraps (i.e., encrypts) that key using a key-wrapping algorithm (see SP 800-38F, Recommendation for Block Cipher Modes of Operation: Methods for Key Wrapping; SP 800-38F is available at http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-38F.pdf),

3. Sends the resulting ciphertext key to the other party (i.e., the receiver), and

4. The receiver unwraps (i.e., decrypts) the received ciphertext key using a key derived during the key-agreement process to obtain the original plaintext key that was generated by the sender.

[image: ]

Figure Y: Key-Transport Example

The current version of SP 800-56A is available at http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-53Ar4.pdf.

SP 800-56A has been under revision during FY 2016. This revision will:

· Approve the use of additional key sizes for the non-elliptic curve schemes; currently, only key sizes of 2048 and 3072 bits are specified. Larger key sizes will be allowed. 

· Allow the use of domain parameters that are not currently allowed by SP 800-56A. Domain parameters are used to generate keys and compute the shared secret. Methods for generating domain parameters are specified for the non-elliptic curve schemes in FIPS 186-4, Digital Signature Standard (DSS). The revision of SP 800-56A will allow the use of domain-parameter groups used in TLS and IKE protocols that were not generated using the methods in FIPS 186-4.

· Move all key-derivation functions to SP 800-56C, Recommendation for Key Derivation Through Extraction-then-Expansion. SP 800-56A currently specifies two versions of a single step key-derivation function, refers to SP 800-56C for a two-step key-derivation procedure, and refers to SP 800-135, Recommendation for Existing Application-Specific Key Derivation Functions, for application-specific key-derivation functions. 

· Define additional parameter-size sets for the non-elliptic curve schemes. 

The revision of SP 800-56A will be available for public comment in FY 2017.

SP 800-56C, Recommendation for Key Derivation Through Extraction-then-Expansion:

SP 800-56C specifies techniques for the derivation of keys from a shared secret generated during a key-establishment scheme defined in SP 800-56A and SP 800-56B using a two-step extraction-then-expansion procedure. SP 800-56A is discussed above. SP 800-56B, Recommendation for Pairwise Key-Establishment Schemes Using Integer Factorization Cryptography, is available at. http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-56Br1.pdf.

SP 800-56C uses either HMAC or CMAC during the two-step process. HMAC is specified in FIPS 198-1, The Keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC), and CMAC is specified for AES in SP 800-38B, Recommendation for Block Cipher Modes of Operation: the CMAC Mode of Authentication. FIPS 198-1 is available at http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips198-1/FIPS-198-1_final.pdf; SP 800-38B is available at http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-38b.pdf.

The current version of SP 800-56C is available at http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-56c.pdf.

SP 800-56C is being revised to:

· Move the key derivation functions specified in SP 800-56A into SP 800-56C, as well as the references to SP 800-135, Recommendation for Existing Application-Specific Key Derivation Functions.

· Allow the use of KMAC, as specified in Draft SP 800-185, SHA-3 Derived Functions: cSHAKE, KMAC, TupleHash and ParallelHash, for key derivation.

· Define additional MAC lengths for the new parameter-size sets that will be allowed in the revision of SP 800-56A. 

· Specify a process for estimating the security strength for the parameter-size sets that are not explicitly listed in SP 800-56A and SP 800-56B for the non-elliptic curve key-establishment schemes.

The revision of SP 800-56C will be available for public comment in FY 2017.

New Documents Under Development:

A new NIST publication is under development that provides guidance on the search resistance of a bit string output from an approved cryptographic algorithm (e.g., a cryptographic key or encrypted data). Search resistance is a (rough) measure of the amount of secrecy that can be provided by a bit string, given its genealogy (i.e., how it was generated), handling (i.e., what happened to it after it was generated), its usage (i.e., what algorithm it will be used with), its length, and any other secret values and processes associated with the generation and handling of that bit string. When approved algorithms are used, this document is intended to provide methods for determining the search resistance of the bit string. This document, SP 800-158, Key Management: The Search resistance of Bit Strings Output by Cryptographic Algorithms, has involved a considerable amount of new research, since it is an area that has not been addressed to date. This publication will be available for public comment in FY 2017.

A new document was begun in FY 2016 on key storage and recovery (e.g., key backup and archiving). This document is intended to serve as a guideline for the storage and recovery of cryptographic keys that are not under the direct control of the entity using those keys (e.g., the owner). This includes the backup and archiving of copies of the keys and the metadata associated with them. The document will also discuss the recovery of those keys when required (e.g., by the key’s owner or the owner’s organization).

Plans for FY 2017:

During FY 2017, the CTG is expecting to accomplish the following tasks:

· Provide SP 800-56A and SP 800-56C for public comment,

· Begin the revision of SP 800-56B,

· Provide SP 800-158 for public comment, and

· Continue the development of the key-storage document.



For More Information, See:

[bookmark: _GoBack]http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/ST/key_mgmt

Contacts:

Ms. Elaine Barker				Mr. Ray Perlner
(301) 975-2911				(301) 975-3357

elaine.barker@nist.gov			ray.perlner@nist.gov

Dr. Lily Chen					 Dr. Allen Roginsky

(301) 975-6974				(301) 975-8136	Comment by Barker, Elaine B.: What phone number should be used?

lily.chen@nist.gov				allen.roginsky@nist.gov
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<kerry.mckay@nist.gov>, Larry Bassham <lawrence.bassham@nist.gov>, "'rene. gov'"
<rene.peralta@nist.gov>, Morris Dworkin <morris.dworkin@nist.gov>, Shu-jen <shu-
jen.chang@nist.gov>, Ray Perlner <ray.perlner@nist.gov>, John Kelsey <john.kelsey@nist.gov>,
Andrew <andrew.regenscheid@nist.gov>, David Cooper <david.cooper@nist.gov>
Cc: "Chen, Lily" <lily.chen@nist.gov>
Subject: Re: 2016 Annual Report - Need Project List Updated
Hi all,
Since Dustin did not say anything, if you don¹t have any objections, I would like that comments for the
write-ups to be sent to Dustin by COB Friday: the 30th of September (tomorrow).
Regards,
Quynh.

From: "Moody, Dustin (Fed)" <dustin.moody@nist.gov>
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2016 at 9:41 AM
To: 'Quynh' <Quynh.Dang@nist.gov>, "Chen, Lily (Fed)" <lily.chen@nist.gov>, "Barker, Elaine B.
(Fed)" <elaine.barker@nist.gov>, "McKay, Kerry A. (Fed)" <kerry.mckay@nist.gov>, "Bassham,
Lawrence E (Fed)" <lawrence.bassham@nist.gov>, "Peralta, Rene (Fed)" <rene.peralta@nist.gov>,
"Dworkin, Morris J. (Fed)" <morris.dworkin@nist.gov>, Shu-jen Chang <shu-jen.chang@nist.gov>,
"Perlner, Ray (Fed)" <ray.perlner@nist.gov>, John Kelsey <john.kelsey@nist.gov>, "Regenscheid,
Andrew (Fed)" <andrew.regenscheid@nist.gov>, David Cooper <david.cooper@nist.gov>
Cc: "Chen, Lily (Fed)" <lily.chen@nist.gov>
Subject: RE: 2016 Annual Report - Need Project List Updated

Quynh,
I¹ve attached write-ups for PQC and ECC. Thanks,
Dustin

From: Dang, Quynh (Fed) 
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2016 7:46 AM
To: Chen, Lily (Fed) <lily.chen@nist.gov>; Barker, Elaine B. (Fed) <elaine.barker@nist.gov>;
McKay, Kerry A. (Fed) <kerry.mckay@nist.gov>; Moody, Dustin (Fed)
<dustin.moody@nist.gov>; Bassham, Lawrence E (Fed) <lawrence.bassham@nist.gov>; Peralta,
Rene (Fed) <rene.peralta@nist.gov>; Dworkin, Morris J. (Fed) <morris.dworkin@nist.gov>;
Chang, Shu-jen H. (Fed) <shu-jen.chang@nist.gov>; Perlner, Ray (Fed) <ray.perlner@nist.gov>;
Kelsey, John M. (Fed) <john.kelsey@nist.gov>; Regenscheid, Andrew (Fed)
<andrew.regenscheid@nist.gov>; Cooper, David A. (Fed) <david.cooper@nist.gov>; Dang,
Quynh (Fed) <quynh.dang@nist.gov>
Cc: Chen, Lily (Fed) <lily.chen@nist.gov>
Subject: Re: 2016 Annual Report - Need Project List Updated
Hi all,
Please be noted that I hope to receive your write-up today if you have not sent it out already.
Regards,
Quynh.

From: 'Quynh' <Quynh.Dang@nist.gov>
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2016 at 7:15 AM
To: "Chen, Lily (Fed)" <lily.chen@nist.gov>, 'Quynh' <Quynh.Dang@nist.gov>, "Barker, Elaine B.
(Fed)" <elaine.barker@nist.gov>, "McKay, Kerry A. (Fed)" <kerry.mckay@nist.gov>, "Moody,
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Dustin (Fed)" <dustin.moody@nist.gov>, "Bassham, Lawrence E (Fed)"
<lawrence.bassham@nist.gov>, "Peralta, Rene (Fed)" <rene.peralta@nist.gov>, "Dworkin,
Morris J. (Fed)" <morris.dworkin@nist.gov>, Shu-jen Chang <shu-jen.chang@nist.gov>,
"Perlner, Ray (Fed)" <ray.perlner@nist.gov>, John Kelsey <john.kelsey@nist.gov>,
"Regenscheid, Andrew (Fed)" <andrew.regenscheid@nist.gov>, David Cooper
<david.cooper@nist.gov>
Cc: "Chen, Lily (Fed)" <lily.chen@nist.gov>
Subject: Re: 2016 Annual Report - Need Project List Updated

Hi all,
Patrick asked Lily for an updated project list of FY2016 by September 2nd (this coming Friday).
1. Please review the attached list in Lily¹s email below and let everyone know any changes you
would like to see in the list (including adding new items) by this coming Thursday.
2. I suggest you send out your project write-ups as soon as possible in September for reviews and
comments. In your emails, please remember to state your requested comment periods (2 or 3
days). If you revise your write-ups and you are not sure that the comments you receive are solved
yet, please send the revised write-ups to the commenters and work with them to perfect your
write-ups.
I would like to have your final write-ups by September 29th.
Regards,
Quynh.

From: "Chen, Lily (Fed)" <lily.chen@nist.gov>
Date: Monday, August 29, 2016 at 5:10 PM
To: 'Quynh' <Quynh.Dang@nist.gov>, "Barker, Elaine B. (Fed)" <elaine.barker@nist.gov>,
"McKay, Kerry A. (Fed)" <kerry.mckay@nist.gov>, "Moody, Dustin (Fed)"
<dustin.moody@nist.gov>, "Bassham, Lawrence E (Fed)" <lawrence.bassham@nist.gov>,
"Peralta, Rene (Fed)" <rene.peralta@nist.gov>, "Dworkin, Morris J. (Fed)"
<morris.dworkin@nist.gov>, Shu-jen Chang <shu-jen.chang@nist.gov>, "Perlner, Ray (Fed)"
<ray.perlner@nist.gov>, John Kelsey <john.kelsey@nist.gov>, "Regenscheid, Andrew (Fed)"
<andrew.regenscheid@nist.gov>, David Cooper <david.cooper@nist.gov>
Subject: FW: 2016 Annual Report - Need Project List Updated
The summer is over. About one month left for FY16. We need to start to plan for FY 2016
annual report. The first step is to look at the list of items we included in our FY 15 annual
report and answer the following questions.

1. Does the item you authored last year have an update this year? Shall we still have this
item in FY 16 annual report?

2. Shall the item merge with other item(s)?
3. Shall the item re-named?
4. Do you think any new item(s) shall be added to the FY 16 annual report?
5. If you lead or participate a project but it belongs to another group or another division,

please also reach out to tell the updates you may have.
This is the first step. We will get the list for FY 16 before the end of this week. I would like to
ask Quynh to lead the effort. From Patrick¹s e-mail below, you can see that our group has
been a good team in completing our annual reports. I appreciate the effort Quynh and every
one made in the previous years.
Thank you all for the effort.
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Lily

From: O'Reilly, Patrick D. (Fed) 
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2016 1:28 PM
To: Chen, Lily (Fed) <lily.chen@nist.gov>
Cc: Scholl, Matthew (Fed) <matthew.scholl@nist.gov>
Subject: 2016 Annual Report - Need Project List Updated
Hi Lily,
It¹s that time of year again. Today I am sending out emails to the division¹s group managers
asking you guys to please take a couple of minutes to review the List you provided for me for
the 2015 CSD Annual Report. I need this list of projects/programs with P.O.C. updated to
reflect 2016 CSD Activities.
I believe none of your projects/programs from last year migrated to Kevin Stine¹s ACD.
Please update this list as best as you can of the program/projects that you would like to see
in the 2016 Annual Report.
Towards mid/late September I will start emailing all the program/projects POC with their
2015 write-ups and ask them to update them to reflect 2016 highlights/accomplishments.
Can you please review and make the necessary updates to your list (new projects/programs -
please list  any projects/programs should not be included  please note which ones & if any
project/program POC is updated  please include as well)  I would like to have this updated
list returned back to me by this Friday, Sept. 2 by 12noon. I know once we hit Labor Day and
after  things are going to be rather hectic. I really would like to get this next Annual Report
out by no later than April (preferably sooner) of next year. Your assistance is greatly
appreciated  I thank you in advance for your help & time. I also ask that you reach out to
your folks and ask them to please assist with getting their project/program write-ups
updated/drafted and turn to me by deadline I request (probably will be mid-October).
Last year I was dealing with a major hurdle (recovering from a car accident  missed most of
Dec/Jan in terms of work) so when I got back, I had to chase a bunch of people down for
their write-ups. Your group I had no issues with because you guys sent me your write-ups as
a 1-package deal within the deadline I set of late October last year. I wish the other groups
can work like your group. Oh well.
Thank you.
Patrick
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